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Executive Summary

The United States is witnessing rapidly growing interest in clean electricity generation, driven by 

soaring consumer demand for clean energy and the country’s goal to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions. In parallel, the time it takes for new, clean generation projects to move from design 

to execution in the US has lengthened, meaning that the rising interest has not been matched 

by supply. The country’s largest grid operator, PJM Interconnection (PJM), has experienced the 

most severe delays and backlog in new generation—projects entering the queue today have little 

chance of coming online before 2030.

It is widely understood that an increasingly lengthy interconnection process, which involves a 

series of studies and upgrades grid operators must take to ensure projects can connect to the 

grid safely and reliably, is responsible for this state of a�airs. It is not clear how this longer process 

interacts with other known project development challenges—such as siting and permitting issues, 

supply chain constraints, and in�ationary pressures—and to what extent such interactions may 

lengthen the timeline for bringing projects online. Understanding these dynamics can help answer 

critical questions about grid reliability going forward, including whether it will be necessary to 

delay or cancel the planned retirement of aging fossil fuel-�red generation resources that the new 

generation is intended to replace.

This report attempts to �ll this knowledge gap. It presents results of an author-developed survey 

of those best positioned to understand the impacts of interconnection process delays: project 

developers in the PJM market. The key �nding from the survey is that PJM’s increasingly lengthy 

interconnection process is exacerbating siting and permitting challenges and leading to knock-

on delays in equipment procurement and �nancing decisions, suggesting the timeline for new 

generation in this market will likely remain long for the foreseeable future. Given the importance of 

new entry to keeping prices competitive and maintaining reliability amid the retirement of older 

fossil resources, PJM will need to �nd ways to reduce interconnection delays or reconsider when 

those fossil resources should be retired. 

Other notable �ndings include the following:

 ● Most developers expect to delay construction milestones or suspend some or all of their 

development e�orts. 

 ● Only 10 percent of developers report that any of their projects will come online within 12 

months of receiving an interconnection service agreement, and most report their projects 
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will require at least 24 months from the time they receive such an agreement to reach 

commercial operation. 

 ● Developers report very few duplicative interconnection requests, potentially calling into question 

the conventional wisdom that such projects are a major cause of interconnection delays.

 ● Over half of the developers who reported withdrawing, suspending, or pausing projects 

identi�ed interconnection upgrade costs as a signi�cant concern. 

 ● Solar developers report that an outlook of lower value for renewable energy attributes (such as 

renewable energy credits) was a key factor in their decision to cancel or delay projects, while 

forward energy prices were less important. 

 ● O�shore wind developers noted that the federal permitting process may require them 

to consider alternative points of interconnection or alternative turbine sizes, which can 

create late-stage changes to a project that may not qualify for PJM’s traditional process for 

amending interconnection requests. 
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Introduction

The In�ation Reduction Act of 2022 and consumer demand for clean energy is driving record 

interest in new clean generation in the United States. But the time it takes for new clean 

generation resources to move from design to execution has increased markedly over the past �ve 

years, with the median project completed in 2023 taking �ve years from interconnection request 

to commercial operation.1 These timelines are only increasing as the interconnection process—

that is, the process grid operators go through to ensure that a new generator can connect to the 

grid safely and reliably—has itself grown from approximately two years in length to �ve.2      

The backlog of new generation is particularly severe in the 13-state, plus the District of Columbia, 

region overseen by PJM Interconnection LLC (PJM), the largest grid operator in the United 

States, where an in�ux of new projects, increasing numbers of late-stage project withdrawals, 

and spiraling numbers of restudies3 have overwhelmed the queue process, leading to multi-

year delays and a freeze in processing new interconnection studies.4 In consequence, absent 

signi�cant reforms or market innovations, most projects entering PJM’s queue today are unlikely 

to come online before 2030—and certainly not in the quantities necessary to satisfy demand for 

clean energy across the region that PJM serves, leading PJM to question whether it can maintain  

grid reliability.5 

While experts broadly agree that interconnection delays are hampering the clean energy 

transition,6 there is a relatively poor understanding of how these delays are interacting with 

other recognized development challenges, such as siting and permitting issues, supply chain 

constraints, and in�ationary pressures, and how those interactions a�ect the timeline for 

developers to bring projects online.7 As policymakers debate whether to delay or cancel the 

planned retirement of aging fossil fuel-�red generation resources due to concerns that new 

generation will not be ready to take their place,8 having a grasp of these relationships and the 

commercial outlook for how long it takes to bring new resources to market could prove critical.

In an attempt to address this knowledge gap, the authors conducted a survey of developers 

with projects in the PJM interconnection queue. Responses were received from 30 independent 

developers representing 69 total projects across a range of generator technology types 

that entered the queue between 2017 and 2023 and reached an advanced stage of the 

interconnection process by June 2023. The authors also conducted limited follow-up interviews 

with developers.

The report begins by contextualizing the PJM backlog and explaining its implications for grid 
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reliability. It then introduces the survey of developers and presents the survey results. The 

report concludes by analyzing the policy implications of the �ndings and o�ering a set of 

recommendations to policymakers and other stakeholders should they wish to resolve the delays 

caused by the interconnection process in the regions PJM serves and beyond.
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The PJM Backlog and Its Implications 
for Reliability

Explaining the PJM Interconnection Queue  
At the end of 2023, 2,600 gigawatts (GW) of generation and energy storage were waiting to 

connect to the grid nationwide—more gigawatts of generation than currently operate in the entire 

United States.9 Zero-carbon resources, including wind, solar, and energy storage, comprised more 

than 90% of this capacity.10 Increasing delays in the timeline for interconnection of new resources 

are well documented, with the average project now taking approximately �ve years to get through 

the study process, complete any necessary grid upgrades, and reach commercial operation.11 These 

delays strongly impede the deployment of clean energy resources, harming economic competition, 

market e�ciency, and reliability. They also blunt the impact of the In�ation Reduction Act of 

2022, which provides incentives for new projects to reach commercial operation within a decade. 

The availability of these incentives is expected to drive signi�cant reductions in greenhouse gas 

emissions through the remainder of the decade, but will only do so if generation is actually able to 

come online.12    

E�orts to accelerate the interconnection study process are well underway at the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC). FERC’s landmark Order No. 2023,13 for instance, required all 

FERC-jurisdictional utilities to adopt new interconnection queuing rules into their tari�s. Regional 

electricity market operators, including PJM, are provided additional �exibility to propose rules 

tailored to their speci�c needs. PJM’s compliance �ling, along with that of the nation’s other 

independent system operators (ISOs) and regional transmission organizations (RTOs), are due in 

late spring 2024.

The interconnection queue in PJM mirrors the national trend, where over 2,600 gigawatts of new 

generation is stuck in a queue. The number of new projects entering the PJM queue tripled between 

2018 and 2021, and the total capacity of pending projects is now over 200 GW.14 The surge in 

projects led PJM to freeze its interconnection queue in May 2022.15 According to PJM’s Independent 

Market Monitor, the FERC-recognized independent auditor for the PJM market, “as of December 

31, 2023, 268,472.8 [megawatts] were in generation request queues in the status of active, under 

construction or suspended.”16 This represents “a decrease of 19,019.9 MW (6.6 percent) from the 

287,492.7 MW at the end of 2022.”17 Approximately 75% of the generation awaiting study is zero-

carbon,18 compared to the current approximately 160 GW capacity of the entire existing PJM 
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system. Just over 4,400 MW of new generation entered service in 2023. Of that generation, 70% 

was combined cycle or combustion turbine gas-�red resources, 20% was solar, 6.5% was wind, 

and the remainder was battery and solar as well as storage units.19 Although PJM is implementing 

emergency reforms to its interconnection program, it expects that alleviating the backlog will take 

several years.

In late 2023, PJM stated that it “expected to clear 300 new generation projects totaling [26 GW] in 

2024” and that “another [46 GW] of nameplate generation capacity in projects…should clear PJM’s 

study process and be ready for construction by mid-2025, for a total of [72 GW] of projects.”20 Thus, 

even completing tens of gigawatts of interconnection studies annually still leaves PJM signi�cantly 

behind the voracious consumer demand for clean energy.

Implications for Reliability 
The speed at which projects move through the PJM interconnection queue and the rate at which 

those projects come online have major implications for the reliability of the electric grid. It is an 

electrical industry axiom that a reliable electric grid requires the availability of su�cient generation 

resources to meet electricity demand on peak days, plus an appropriate reserve margin. In 

practical terms, this “balance sheet” approach to reliability means that as existing generation 

resources retire, they must be replaced with resources of comparable capacity.

In 2023, PJM o�cials expressed concern that new resources may not reach commercial operation 

in su�cient quantities to replace retirements in the existing �eet.21 As PJM put it, “the amount 

of generation retirements appears to be more certain than the timely arrival of replacement 

generation resources, given that the quantity of retirements is codi�ed in various policy objectives, 

while the impacts to the pace of new entry of the In�ation Reduction Act, post-pandemic supply 

chain issues, and other externalities are still not fully understood.”22 PJM’s Independent Market 

Monitor likewise stated that “the markets face a challenge from potentially high levels of expected 

thermal generator retirements, with no clear source of replacement capacity or the fuel required 

for that capacity.”23

One of the complicating factors identi�ed in PJM’s Energy Transition Report is that the reliability 

value of a new generator is a function of both the size (or nameplate) of the generator and how 

it is likely to operate during periods of stress on the grid. PJM notes that it would take just over 107 

GW (nameplate) of new renewable and battery resources to provide 30 GW of reliability value.24  

The reliability value (or “capacity accreditation” in PJM lingo) of a resource is set by PJM based on 

complicated probabilistic models conducted by PJM,25 often referred to as Expected Load Carrying 

Capability (ELCC).26 The ELCC value is intended to re�ect the likelihood that any given generation 
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resource will be available when needed and accounts for factors such as correlated outages of 

natural gas resources during cold weather27 or correlated output of solar resources. The result is that 

PJM’s balance sheet reliability analysis is likely to evolve over time as system conditions change, 

which makes long-term estimates of grid reliability challenging.  

Currently, PJM relies on a mix of largely fossil fuel-�red and nuclear generators to meet its reliability 

needs. However, PJM forecasts that 40 GW, or 21% of its total installed capacity, will retire by 2030.28 

This estimate includes 12 GW of previously announced retirements, 25 GW of retirements driven 

by federal and state environmental policies, and 3 GW of projected economic retirements.29 PJM’s 

Independent Market Monitor puts the potential retirement �gure even higher, noting that “although 

the exact numbers may vary, an estimated total of between 24,000 MW and 58,000 MW of thermal 

resources are at risk of retirement.”30

Among the policies driving these retirements, several are notable:

 ● Illinois’s Climate and Equitable Jobs Act mandates the retirement of 5.8 GW31 of coal-�red and 

high-emitting gas resources.32  

 ● A trio of rules from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), namely, the Coal 

Combustion Residuals, E�luent Limitations, and Good Neighbor Rules, will result in the 

retirement of approximately 10 GW of generation retirements.

 ● New Jersey’s Carbon Dioxide Rules will result in approximately 3 GW of generation retirements.33

While PJM has weathered similar scale retirements in the past (particularly during the mid-2010s, 

in response to Obama-era EPA rules), the expected replacement schedule is one of the more 

substantial transitions away from fossil generation in its history.34

PJM has highlighted the two dominant drivers of uncertainty about future reliability: the speed 

at which new generators are proposed and the rate of success for generators currently in the 

interconnection queue. PJM selected several di�erent measures of the volume of new generation 

currently in the queue that is likely to reach commercial operation, and made additional 

assumptions about how much new generation is likely to enter the queue between 2023 and 2030. 

PJM’s “High New Entry” scenario projects su�cient new entry to o�set resources anticipated to 

retire.35 However, PJM’s “Low New Entry” scenario reaches the opposite conclusion, namely, that 

insu�cient new generation will come online to keep up with anticipated retirements. The result 

would be either higher prices for consumers or a reliability crisis. Only PJM’s “High New Entry” 

scenario adds enough new generation to almost entirely o�set the anticipated retirements of 

fossil resources, even after applying PJM’s new ELCC methodology.36 In its December 21, 2023, 

update, PJM stated that “at the end of 2023, about [40 GW] of projects that had completed the 
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PJM study process had yet to move through construction, due to issues including siting, supply 

chain and �nancing.”37

While numerous parties have identi�ed concerns with PJM’s analysis—in some cases, calling into 

question its key conclusion38—the specter of a reliability crisis continues to drive sharp energy policy 

debates. Surveying developers with projects currently in the interconnection queue sheds new light 

on the dynamics behind this uncertainty.
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Study Design 

Generation developers have a unique perspective on the challenges of bringing new resources to 

market, including elongated interconnection study processes, siting and permitting, in�ationary 

pressures, market outlook, and delayed supply chains. The authors identi�ed a range of possible 

project challenges based on their experiences and conversations with developers and PJM, and 

then prepared a survey of 27 questions to assess which, if any, developers saw as most salient in the 

development process. 

When respondents designated challenges as highly signi�cant to their projects, the survey 

prompted them with more speci�c questions about those challenges. The survey also included 

questions about how the hurdles presented by atypical events, such as the COVID-19 pandemic 

and related supply chain and in�ationary issues, compared with the more typical aforementioned 

challenges. Several questions allowed respondents to identify other challenges not identi�ed in the 

survey. Finally, survey participants were invited to participate in informal follow-up interviews.

Sample
Because the authors were interested in projects that could potentially come online in the next 

several years, the survey focused on projects that entered PJM’s interconnection queue between 

January 1, 2017, and May 16, 2023. The sample was then further narrowed down to projects at 

an “advanced stage” of the interconnection process as of June 1, 2023, meaning those that had 

just started the Facilities Study process, completed a Facilities Study, or tendered or executed an 

Interconnection Service Agreement (ISA) or the equivalent.39 Throughout the analysis, the term 

“project” is used to refer to a single proposed generation project or generator uprate that was 

assigned a queue position by PJM.40 The term “developer” or “project sponsor” refers to the ultimate 

upstream corporate parent. Each developer’s parent was identi�ed by cross-matching the name 

of the speci�c development project with the upstream parent in FERC �lings, interconnection 

agreements, and/or general web searches. In cases where two upstream owners are partners for a 

project, both were invited to participate in the survey.

Data on projects was obtained from PJM’s New Services Queue. The latter includes project 

technology, location, and progress through the interconnection queue,41 as well as links to ISAs and 

the interconnection studies performed by PJM, which provide additional information not available 

in the database itself. While these study documents are a mix of machine-readable and non-

machine-readable data, web scraping techniques, optical character recognition, and independent 

research were used to identify developer names and contact information. The survey team 
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also worked with PJM and a variety of business- and policy-oriented trade associations to alert 

developers to the existence of the survey and solicit participation.

Table 1 contains a description of the projects in PJM’s interconnection queue and those in the 

sample. In total, 496 projects listed in the New Services Queue met the survey quali�cations. Of 

those, project-level data could be extracted for 412 projects and email addresses obtained for 332 

projects across 89 developers. The 412 projects had an estimated nameplate capacity of 30 GW. In 

total, 30 developers representing separate corporate parents substantially completed the survey, 

divided evenly between two outreach methods. One method involved sending the survey via email 

to 224 distinct email addresses that had been compiled. One hundred of the emails were opened, 

and 15 surveys were substantially completed. The second method involved sharing a generic link to 

the survey to other developers that met the survey quali�cations through webinars and informal 

communications. Fifteen respondents substantially completed the survey using the generic link.

Table 1: Description of sample size and participation

.

Respondents to the generic survey were included in the data set if they stated that they had a 

project that met the survey quali�cations. In total, 30 responses in which at least one substantive 

portion of the survey was completed were received, including from both developers who responded 

via email and those who used the generic version. Respondents spanned 69 projects that could 

be tied to speci�c queue positions, totaling 7.1 GW of generation or storage, or approximately 24% 

Criteria Description Projects Developers

Nameplate 
capacity 

(GW)

Eligible Entered queue January 1, 2017–May 16, 2023  
and  
As of June 1, 2023, either (1) started or 
completed Facilities Study, or (2) tendered 
or executed Interconnection Service 
Agreement

496 – –

Described Project-level information available from 
PJM’s New Services Queue databases and 
online sources

412 – 30

Contacted Discernable email contact information 
available

332 89 26.4

Responses Completed survey 69 30 7.1
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of the nameplate capacity and 17% of the projects meeting the quali�cations for participation 

in the survey.42 The 69 project tally likely undercounts total project participation given that some 

developers represent projects that were not captured by the authors’ automated electronic 

scraping.43 When asked to self-report the number of eligible projects they represent, developers 

reported additional projects. The lower, more conservative �gure was used to calculate the total 

survey participation rate.  Some questions directly asked the respondent how many projects they 

were developing.  In such cases, the number of projects identi�ed by the developer was used.

Survey
The online survey44 asked questions about the following topics: 

 ● Siting or permitting considerations at the federal, state, and local levels.

 ● Length of the interconnection process, both including and excluding  

new transmission construction.

 ● �Expectations for commercial operation dates.

 ● �Supply chains.

 ● �Tari�s.

 ● �Labor issues.

 ● �Commercial outlook, including for energy, capacity, and environmental attributes.

 ● Implications of in�ation on market conditions related to cost of capital, �nancing,  

tax equity, or other �nancing metrics.

 ● Regulatory changes related to E�ective Load Carrying Capability rules.

The survey asked developers to identify challenges associated with projects that were “actively in 

development” as well as projects that were “withdrawn from the PJM queue, put into suspension, 

or for which your �rm paused or ceased development.” Unstructured follow-up interviews were also 

conducted with personnel from selected �rms to better understand the challenges they are facing 

and obtain additional context.

Interviews
Developers with eligible projects were also invited to participate in unstructured interviews. Six 

total interviews were conducted. Most interview participants also participated in the survey 

process, although one �rm with eligible projects participated only in the interview process. The 

interviewees provided additional context for as well as explanations of their experience with the 

interconnection process.  
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Results

Descriptive Statistics
Figure 1 shows that the population of described projects (see Table 1) is largely solar or hybrid solar 

with storage (66%), compared with 75% in the sample, which underrepresents fossil fuel projects 

and overrepresents wind projects. Likewise, by nameplate capacity, 63% of described projects in 

the interconnection queue are solar or solar with storage, compared with 64% of the capacity in 

the sample. The sample contains more wind (27% vs. 20%) and less fossil fuel (7% vs. 13%) than the 

population’s capacity.  

Figure 1: Comparison of percentage composition of the sample (n = 69, 7.1 GW) to all described 
projects (N = 412, 30 GW) by number of projects and nameplate capacity

(A) By number of projects

(B) By nameplate capacity (GW)

Note: Solar and wind projects include those with and without storage.

Source: Authors’ analysis.
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Timeline for Bringing Projects Online
The rate at which new interconnection projects make it through the queue and eventually reach 

commercial operation represents the di�erence between a reliability crisis with sub-10% reserve 

margins and a healthy grid.45 To better understand the developers’ outlook on timing, the survey 

asked how long it would take for each of their projects to reach commercial operation from the 

time they received an ISA. Eighteen developers responded to this portion of the survey (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Expected timeline for projects if developers received an Interconnection Services 
Agreement today, based on 18 respondents

 

 

 Source: Authors’ analysis.

 

Note that the number of projects was self-identi�ed by the developers, which resulted in a higher 

number of projects. The three projects with the fastest timelines were an uprate to a natural gas 

facility, a wind farm, and a solar farm. Medium-term projects included wind, solar, and natural gas 

resources. Projects expected to take longer than 24 months spanned multiple technologies.

Numerous respondents also said that timeline estimates were “conditional” on project-speci�c 

factors. To explore this aspect, the survey asked them to indicate how many of their projects 
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depended on �ve di�erent factors that were purposefully selected to explore the relative role of 

siting and permitting, supply chain, and network upgrade timelines (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Factors a�ecting projects with conditional completion timelines, based on 8 responses

 

 
    Source: Authors’ analysis.

 

 
Siting and permitting was the largest source of uncertainty, followed closely by supply chain 

constraints and transmission upgrades. Developers who selected “other” or added commentary to 

their responses identi�ed state renewable energy incentives and the ability to comply with Ohio’s 

Domiciled Worker Rule as major sources of uncertainty, while another identi�ed state  

policy changes.46

Expected In-Service Dates
Expected in-service date is an important metric of the health of projects in the PJM queue. In-

service dates are a function of two di�erent but highly interrelated processes: the developer’s 

construction of the facility itself; and the construction of network upgrades, or the grid 

enhancements necessary for the interconnecting utility to receive the power onto its transmission 

system. Generally, these upgrades must be completed before unrestricted commercial operations 

“Thinking about your projects that have uncertain timelines, upon which of the following 
factors does the schedule depend?”
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can commence. Each ISA issued by PJM includes a set of “construction milestones,” applicable 

to both the developer and the interconnecting utility, that describe when each entity expects 

to complete its work.47 If a developer misses its milestones, PJM can remove the project from its 

interconnection queue. 

Because utility and developer construction activities often overlap or are dependent on each 

other, the PJM process allows developers to extend the milestones, which simply postpones their 

obligation to meet them, or to request that PJM put their project into “suspension,” which allows 

the developer to pause construction activities until the project is restarted or canceled. In each 

case, the utility’s milestones are revised accordingly. Milestones can also be extended by the 

transmission-owning utility to re�ect delays in procurement of equipment, such as high-voltage 

transformers, or construction of network upgrades.

To explore how quickly developers expect to be able to begin construction on their projects, the 

survey asked whether they would commence construction of new facilities or take another action 

that would delay construction (Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Next steps for projects receiving an Interconnection Services Agreement today, based on 
27 respondents

 

Source: Authors’ analysis.
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Eleven developers identi�ed a total of 33 projects on which they anticipate commencing 

construction immediately after receiving an ISA, including uprates to existing natural gas facilities 

and solar resources. Eight developers representing 54 projects stated that their next step would 

be to extend milestones by more than 12 months. Another eight developers representing 49 

projects across only wind and solar technology types indicated that they would put projects into 

suspended status. Several developers indicated that they would extend milestones and then likely 

put the project into suspension. During interviews, some developers indicated that projects would 

immediately proceed to �nal engineering. One developer explained, for instance, that once an 

ISA is received, the project would go to either a senior executive or the board of directors for a 

Final Investment Decision. The developer cautioned that taking a project to Final Investment 

Decision can be a lengthy process, as it typically requires identifying equipment and third-party 

�nancing arrangements before any determination can be made.

Another signi�cant issue is the fate of projects that received construction milestone extensions or 

were suspended. Historically, such projects have remained in the interconnection queue despite 

not being under active development. Because studying a project consumes PJM resources 

regardless of its commercial prospects, PJM recently reformed its interconnection rules to remove 

these stalled projects from its queue by inserting two new requirements: increased maturity 

and �nancial security postings.48 The survey asked developers how many of their projects were 

currently formally suspended, informally paused, or withdrawn from the queue. Developers report 

that approximately half were formally withdrawn from the queue (31/66) and 12 were formally 

suspended, in accordance with the new PJM rules. Twenty-three projects were informally paused 

by the developer (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Status of projects that received milestone extensions or were suspended, based on 
responses from 18 developers

 

 

 
Source: Authors’ analysis.
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2). The survey also allowed developers to highlight speci�c aspects of these challenges and identify 

other challenges that were not included in the survey. 

Table 2: Major challenges to projects in the interconnection queue

Developers were asked to rate these major challenges on a �ve-point scale:

1 = The factor has no impact on the development of project(s) 

2 = The factor has a small impact on the development of project(s) 

3 = The factor has a moderate impact on the development of project(s) 

4 = The factor has a major impact on the development of project(s)

5 = The factor has a decisive impact on the development of project(s) 

Developers repeated this rating separately for two kinds of projects: (1) those in active 

development, which were de�ned as “your company’s project or projects that reached the Facilities 

Study phase or that were tendered an Interconnection Service Agreement or the equivalent”; and 

(2) projects that have “been withdrawn from the PJM queue, put into suspension, or for which your 

�rm paused or ceased development.”

Non-�nancial barriers Financial and business barriers

 ● Siting or permitting considerations at the 

federal, state, or local level. 

 ● Length of the interconnection study process 

(not including construction of network 

upgrades or interconnection facilities).

 ● Length of the construction timeline for 

network upgrades or interconnection 

facilities or uncertainty around that 

timeline.

 ● Supply chain concerns unrelated to solar 

tari�s or import restrictions.

 ● Supply chain concerns related to solar 

tari�s or import restrictions.

 ● Ability to establish site control.

 ● Workforce or labor shortages.

 ● Other (please describe).

 ● Ability to win a competitive solicitation or 

comparable process.

 ● Lack of an o�take agreement.

 ● In�ationary pressures related to equipment 

procurement costs.

 ● Change in anticipated revenues from the 

capacity and/or energy market.

 ● Change in �nancial market conditions 

related to cost of capital, �nancing, tax 

equity, or other �nancing metrics (separate 

from equipment procurement costs).

 ● Change to state regulatory policy that 

a�ected value of environmental attribute or 

incentive programs.

 ● Change in corporate strategy or risk 

appetite unrelated to a speci�c project.

 ● Other (please describe).
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Non-Financial Barriers to Project Development

To assess non-�nancial barriers, the survey asked respondents to think generally about projects 

that were actively in development as well as those that are inactive (i.e., withdrawn from the queue 

or put into suspension by PJM, or paused or ceased development by a �rm). In general, respondents 

rated non-�nancial barriers as more signi�cant for projects in active development than for those 

that are inactive, potentially because projects that did not pencil out �nancially never reached the 

stage where non-�nancial barriers were relevant. The greatest di�erence between these project 

types related to length of construction timeline, which developers of active projects rated 3.7 out of 

5 and developers of inactive projects rated 2.6, the lowest of any factor. For active projects, length 

of interconnection study process led with an average rating of 4.5 out of 5, indicating a signi�cant 

burden on the rate of deployment for new energy resources. Respondents rated workforce issues 

(2.7) and establishment of site control (2.6) as the lowest barriers for active projects (Figure 6). 

Figure 6: Average ratings on a �ve-point scale (5 = decisive impact, 1 = no impact) of non-�nancial 
barriers to projects in active development or inactive projects, based 23 respondents for active 
projects and 15 respondents for inactive projects

 

Note: “Inactive” includes projects that PJM has withdrawn from its queue or put into suspension, or that 
the �rm has paused or ceased development on. Respondents with inactive projects were not asked about 
workforce issues.

Source: Authors’ analysis.
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Length of Interconnection Process

During the interview process, and in response to the open-ended survey questions, several 

developers explained that uncertainty over the length of the study process was leading to longer 

siting and permitting timelines. Speci�cally, developers noted that local siting approvals and 

permits often lapse after a year or two and that many permits require that the developer start 

construction within a speci�ed amount of time and then “make continuous progress” for that 

permit to be maintained. They further noted that when the length of the interconnection study 

process is knowable, they typically synchronize it with the permitting/siting process, but the 

uncertainty associated with the current interconnection process has led them to wait to submit 

new permitting or siting applications until they receive an Interconnection Services Agreement 

from PJM. As one developer stated during the interview process, “The permitting aspect is an issue. 

Some people start on both permitting and interconnection at the same time. But we’ve taken the 

approach that we’re going to wait and see and start permitting at the end.” 

In the interviews, other respondents identi�ed di�culties in maintaining “site control during 

extended and uncertain interconnection processes,” explaining that options, which give the 

developer the exclusive right to purchase the property in the future, or other long-term property 

arrangements were expensive to maintain. One developer also expressed concerns about PJM’s 

approach to deadline enforcement, asserting that “tari� compliance is one-sided; projects sit in 

limbo for 18 months, and then PJM �nally gets in touch on a Friday afternoon and gives you three 

business days [to make major commercial decisions].”

Concerns about interconnection timelines applied to all technology types, with solar developers 

slightly more concerned (average score of 4.8) than fossil fuel developers (average score of 4.0). 

Concerns about the length of the interconnection process were likewise cited as a “major” or 

“decisive” factor by almost half of developers with paused, suspended, or withdrawn projects.

Siting and Permitting

Seven of the 10 developers who identi�ed siting and permitting as a major non-�nancial barrier 

(covering a total of 47 projects) deemed siting concerns as a “decisive” or “major” factor in 

the cancellation of one or more projects, with many citing county-level siting and permitting 

challenges as the primary factor in either commentary or during the interview process. Other 

developers speci�cally identi�ed siting and permitting concerns with “local communities,” “mostly 

county and township jurisdictions,” or “multiple townships and counties.” State and local siting and 

permitting challenges were identi�ed in virtually every state where projects are located, including 

Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Kentucky, New Jersey, Delaware, West Virginia, and Indiana.
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Developers also pointed to regulatory requirements at the state level as major challenges. Several 

identi�ed the Certi�cate of Public Convenience and Necessity process in West Virginia as very 

challenging, particularly given that the state has relatively few areas that are topologically suitable 

for solar. One developer called out New Jersey’s limits on the use of agricultural land for solar arrays.

During the interview process, one developer highlighted what they referred to as “a bit of a 

chicken and an egg problem—ideally you would time these things so [permitting and construction] 

would come together, but until you have some kind of certainty that you are going to get 

an interconnection, we’ve been unwilling to make massive spending on permitting.” Several 

developers reported that, as a result, they must wait until they receive the ISA before they start the 

permitting process. This e�ectively delays the siting and permitting process until the end of the 

interconnection process instead of conducting these processes in parallel.

Developers also noted that the numerous restudies were leading them to delay both siting and 

permitting and investment decisions. For example, one developer noted that “PJM likes to think that 

the interconnection is the last thing that people need, but honestly, when the timelines were better 

known and adhered to, you could get through the [system impact study], and then you can start 

making investments, so long as you don’t get a surprise in the facilities study phase. But now, you 

get repeated facilities study delays.”

One of the major points that came up across the survey responses is that siting and permitting 

can be a time-consuming, expensive, and potentially risky investment of funds. As one developer 

wrote, “state[s] and their associated agencies have competing goals that are not aligned. Local 

jurisdictional approval[s] are highly subjective and again don’t align with intentions and goals.” 

Another noted that a single local siting entity “can tie up project approval through a never-ending 

appeals process.”  A di�erent developer identi�ed “litigation of permits” as a key challenge. In each 

case, developers are having to delay initiating siting and permitting activities.

Relatively few survey respondents for terrestrial projects identi�ed the National Environmental 

Policy Act or other federal siting or permitting statutes as signi�cant challenges, which likely relates 

to the fact that federal lands play a smaller role in energy siting decisions in the eastern portion of 

the United States. During the interview process, several developers did, however, identify concerns 

about the impact of projects on the habitat of a bat species that had recently been added to the 

endangered species list.

One o�shore wind developer noted that the federal permitting process can propel them to 

consider alternative points of interconnection or alternative turbine sizes, both of which can 

trigger a material modi�cation process at PJM, which requires PJM to formally determine whether 

the change is signi�cant enough to require the generator to restart the interconnection process. 
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As they put it, the “interconnection process wants a de�nite design/certainty, while [federal 

regulators] want �exibility.” These developers suggested that better coordination between PJM, 

FERC, and federal permitting agencies may be warranted. In Europe, by contrast, the Transmission 

System Operation (the PJM equivalent) identi�es points of interconnection at the beginning of the 

process and starts the permitting process even before the contract is awarded.

Length of Construction Timeline

In general, solar projects appear to be more impacted than fossil projects by long network 

upgrade construction timelines, potentially because many of the fossil projects involve uprates to 

existing projects where the interconnection infrastructure largely exists already. While length of 

construction was cited as a major concern for projects in active development, it was cited far less 

prominently as a reason for project failure, with only one developer stating that it was a “decisive” 

reason for a project withdrawal/suspension or pause. 

Supply Chain Concerns Unrelated to Solar Tari�s or Import Restrictions

Several developers noted that the length of the interconnection study process was complicating 

their e�orts to address equipment procurement and supply chain issues. Equipment procurement 

decisions are typically made as late in the construction process as possible to ensure that the 

project incorporates the most state-of-the-art technology available and to minimize expenses 

associated with storing equipment. Several developers reported delaying their equipment 

procurement until after receiving an ISA to avoid the risk of locking in obsolete technology or 

ordering equipment that they would not be able to immediately deploy. Developers also report that 

the lack of certainty in interconnection timelines exacerbated their ability to deal with unexpected 

problems in the equipment pipeline, including as a result of solar tari�s and other pandemic-

related supply chain challenges. 

Supply Chain Issues Related to Solar Tari�s and Import Restrictions

Respondents were asked to rank the impact of supply chain considerations in general and those 

related to solar tari�s and import restrictions in particular.51 When asked to rate the relative impact 

of all the challenges they previously rated as “major” or “decisive,” developers tended to rank tari�/

import considerations lower than other challenges, suggesting they were less of a concern than 

siting and  permitting as well as the overall length of the interconnection process. Even �rms that 

ranked tari�s/import considerations as “decisive” said that they were only the third or fourth most 

signi�cant challenge they faced. Trade issues, however, have the potential to evolve very quickly, 
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and remain a focus for clean energy developers. This shows the complexity of project development 

and how multiple issues can be decisive to a project’s long-term success. 

Establishing Site Control

Over the past several years, numerous ISOs and RTOs, including PJM, have ratcheted up site control 

requirements signi�cantly in an e�ort to drive down the number of projects in the interconnection 

queue that have little chance of reaching commercial operation (often colorfully referred to as 

“zombie projects”). 

Several developers, whether in their written comments or during the interview process, noted that 

maintaining site control throughout a lengthy interconnection study process was a challenge. 

Developers noted that site control is often demonstrated through options agreements, which 

typically involve an option payment to the property owner, who then agrees not to sell the 

property to another buyer for a �xed period. Generally, option agreements need to be renewed 

annually, with larger premiums charged for longer-term tie-ups. Renewing these options can 

involve expensive and time-consuming negotiations. Solar and wind developers cited site control 

as a signi�cant challenge, whereas fossil fuel developers did not. As noted above, many of the 

developers of natural gas-�red projects involve uprates to existing facilities. Because the developer 

already owns the land on which the existing power plant was sited, they would not experience any 

issues with site control.

Workforce Issues

While concerns about workforce Issues were generally not highly ranked, during the interview 

process several developers referenced Ohio’s restrictions on domiciled workers as a key challenge.

Financial and Business Barriers to Project Development

Among the �ve �nancial and business barriers included in the survey, respondents identi�ed three 

as most signi�cant to active and inactive projects alike: changes to �nancial market conditions, 

in�ation-driven increases in equipment procurement costs, and changed outlook on state 

incentives. They deemed the two remaining challenges—absence of an o�take agreement and 

changes in corporate strategy or risk appetite—as less impactful, though more important for 

projects in active development than for inactive projects (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Average ratings on a �ve-point scale (5 = decisive impact, 1 = no impact) of �nancial 
and business barriers to both projects in active development and inactive projects, based on 19 
respondents for active projects and 13 for inactive projects 

Note: The “Inactive” category includes projects that PJM has withdrawn from its queue or put into suspension, 
or that a �rm has paused or ceased development on.

Source: Authors’ analysis.
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Respondents were also asked to rate four �nancial market conditions on the same �ve-point scale 

for both active and canceled or suspended (Figure 8). 

Figure 8: Average ratings on a �ve-point scale (5 = decisive impact, 1 = no impact) for impact of 
�nancial market conditions on active and inactive projects, based on 11 respondents for active 
projects and 4 respondents for inactive projects

 

 

Source: Authors’ analysis.
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Change to State Regulatory Policy that A�ected the Value of 
Environmental Attribute or Incentive Programs

Fossil fuel developers identi�ed state policies as “decisive,” likely because of the impact of those 

policies on new renewable generation, which could have a depressive e�ect on energy and 

capacity market revenues. Solar developers appeared to be less concerned with changes to 

state incentive policies, giving it an average score of 2.8 out of 5, suggesting that they are either 

comfortable with the regulatory risk associated with solar incentives or are successfully hedging 

that risk through their sales of environmental attributes of power purchase agreement structures.

Change to Anticipated Revenues from the Capacity and/or Energy Market

Solar and wind developers appeared less concerned about changes to wholesale market revenues, 

giving it an average score of 3.1 out of 5, perhaps because they are utilizing power purchase 

agreements or other contractual structures to minimize exposure to �uctuations in wholesale 

revenues. If so, these results suggest that relatively few solar projects are built on a merchant basis, and 

that capacity makes up a smaller slice of total project revenues than it does for natural gas facilities.

Firms identifying wholesale revenues as “major” or “decisive” impacts were asked to rate on the 

same �ve-point scale a series of factors related to future revenue expectations (Figure 9). 

Figure 9: Average ratings on a �ve-point scale (5 = decisive impact, 1 = no impact) of the 
importance of  changes in anticipated revenues from the capacity and energy markets to projects, 
based on responses from 8 developers with active projects and 3 with inactive projects

 

Source: Authors’ analysis.
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Solar developers (who comprised a signi�cant portion of the pool) were nearly evenly divided 

between the four options. Developers of natural gas-�red generation resources identi�ed forward 

energy curves as the most signi�cant factor, which comports with the general expectation 

that natural gas resources earn most of their revenue from the energy market. The second 

most signi�cant factor for these fossil developers was capacity market expectations (excluding 

changes in ELCC rules), followed by changes in anticipated REC revenues and ELCC-driven 

capacity market changes.

Competitive Solicitations and O�take Arrangements

Respondents were asked to address their experiences with o�take arrangements in two separate 

questions, one focused on competitive solicitation processes and the other on whether they developed 

projects without a speci�c o�take arrangement in place. 

In general, the ability to win a competitive solicitation or comparable process received an average 

score of 2.9 out of 5, with the small number of wind developers rating this challenge signi�cantly 

higher (4.3 out of 5) than solar (2.3 out of 5) or natural gas developers (2.0 out of 5). Rankings for 

the question about o�take arrangements were similar, with an average score of 2.8 out of 5, and a 

similar trend between technology types.

Two developers indicated that the lack of a speci�c o�take arrangement was a “decisive” factor 

in their project development plans. An additional developer indicated that lack of o�take was a 

“major” factor, while the remaining developers ranked this issue lower. One developer identi�ed 

the inability to win a competitive solicitation as a “major” reason for the suspension, withdrawal, 

or pausing of a project. However, the relatively small number of developers who identi�ed lack of 

o�take or inability to win a competitive solicitation tended to regard that challenge as a signi�cant 

barrier (either the biggest or the second biggest).

The binary ratings on this topic are likely the result of di�ering business risk appetites. Developers 

who highlighted challenges associated with arranging an o�take agreement or winning a 

competitive solicitation also tended to rate changes in forward energy curves as signi�cant issues. 

This suggests that, similar to fossil developers, developers with more merchant exposure were 

more concerned about long-term energy price forecasts. Natural gas developers also fall into this 

category, since they typically develop on a merchant basis and do not rely on o�take agreements
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Change in Corporate Strategy or Risk Appetite Unrelated  
to a Speci�c Project

One developer stated that changes in corporate strategy or risk appetite represented a “major” 

issue for their development e�orts, while a separate developer cited this factor as a “major” reason 

for the cancellation of one or more projects. However, this view was not widely shared, as most 

developers across technology classes rated this challenge as having “no,” a “small,” or a “moderate” 

impact on their development e�orts. 

Interconnection Upgrade Costs

While the survey did not focus on interconnection upgrade costs, eight of the 15 developers that 

reported withdrawing, suspending, or pausing one or more projects cited interconnection upgrade 

costs as a key issue.

Outlook on Future Development E�orts

Unlike other questions that focused on existing projects under development, this section of the 

survey asked about the developer’s general outlook on development. Provided a list of potential 

issues that included solar tari�s and supply chain constraints, developers were asked, “Thinking 

about 12 months into the future, which of these factors do you anticipate will continue to negatively 

a�ect your development e�orts?” The summary of the responses is in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Percentage of respondents who identi�ed factors anticipated to negatively a�ect future 
development e�orts, based on 16 total responses

In their outlook for the year ahead, developers expressed many of the same concerns they 

expressed for past periods, with interconnection timelines continuing to be at the top of the 

list, followed by macroeconomic factors such as supply chain and cost of capital as well as 

network upgrade construction timelines and siting and permitting. Several developers called 

out interconnection costs, pressure from PJM around milestone dates, availability of labor for 

equipment procurement and construction, and the prospect that high demand for skilled labor 

could result in higher costs.

In response to the question “When do you estimate that supply chain issues for solar panels {related 

Factor %   

Length of the construction timeline for network upgrades or interconnection facilities or 
uncertainty around that timeline.

90%

Supply chain concerns unrelated to solar tari�s or import restrictions 81%

Siting or permitting considerations at the federal, state, or local level 57%

In�ationary pressures related to equipment procurement costs 57%

Change in �nancial market conditions related to cost of capital, �nancing, tax equity,
or other �nancing metrics (separate from equipment procurement costs)

57%

Length of construction timeline for network upgrades or interconnection facilities or
uncertainty around that timeline

57%

Supply chain concerns related to solar tari�s or import restrictions 43%

Change to state regulatory policy that a�ected value of environmental attribute or 
incentive programs

38%

Change in anticipated revenues from the capacity, energy, and/or REC market 29%

Ability to establish site control 24%

Other, please describe 19%

Ability to win a competitive solicitation or comparable process 14%

Potential inability to line up an o�-take arrangement 14%

Reallocation of resources to another project 14%

Change in corporate strategy or risk appetite unrelated to a speci�c project 14%
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/ not related} to solar tari�s are likely to be resolved?,” most respondents estimated 12–24 months, 

though nearly a quarter stated “unknown” or “not applicable” when considering issues unrelated to 

tari�s (Figure 10). 

Figure 10: Estimated timeframe for solar panel supply chain issues to be resolved, based  
on 17 responses. 

    Source: Authors’ analysis.

Developers have also struggled with supply chain issues limiting the availability of transformers. 

In response to the question “What is your outlook on when supply chain issues for transformers or 

other issues {related / not related} to solar tari�s are likely to be resolved?,” developers expressed 

that, unlike supply chain issues related to solar panels, they expect it will take a long time, with 

approximately 30% saying either 24–36 or more than 36 months and only one saying within 12 

months (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Estimated timeframe for supply chain issues related to transformers to be resolved, based 
on 14 responses. 

    Source: Authors’ analysis.

During the interview process, several developers noted that it is typically the utility’s responsibility 

to procure high-voltage breakers and transformers. One developer noted that it was currently 

taking transmission owners over two years to procure high-voltage circuit breakers, and they had 

recently been told that procuring a 345 kilovolt circuit breaker would take four years in another 
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transformer supply.
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Conclusion 

The idea that the interconnection process is fundamentally broken is not new. Nor is the idea that 

additional reforms will be necessary to �x the process.52 Interconnection delays are fundamentally 

caused by a transmission grid that is not sized to meet the amount of new clean generation that is 

being brought to market and an overly lengthy process for identifying how to grow the grid. 

The survey highlights that stakeholders, including PJM, may need to adjust their expectations 

of how quickly new generation resources can come online. Developers report that most of their 

projects will take two or more years to reach commercial operation, even after they complete 

the interconnection process.  Survey respondents repeatedly highlighted the pernicious interplay 

between interconnection delays and siting and permitting challenges—in particular, the fact that 

site-speci�c permits and siting approvals expire after a period of inactivity that is typically shorter 

than the interconnection queue process. Further, the wide range of potential interconnection study 

times is leading developers to delay high-risk siting and permitting activities,53 which can be the 

most contentious and risky part of the development process, until the end of the study process, 

potentially adding years to commercial operation timelines. This is a troubling sign, suggesting that 

delays and project cancellations will continue to occur at high levels for the foreseeable future.

This lengthy timeline also underlines the role that interconnection plays in PJM’s competitive 

markets. New generation has the power to displace more expensive resources and discipline the 

exercise of supply-side market power. But Interconnection queue delays blunt the ability of PJM 

to ensure e�ective competition in its markets since even relatively ine�cient generators (or those 

exercising market power) are more di�cult to displace with new, lower-cost resources.  

Solving the interconnection crisis will likely require two changes: creating e�ective planning 

processes that identify where new transmission headroom is likely to be needed; and expanding 

the transmission system to meet that need. The path to a transmission grid that is “�t for purpose” 

is long, however, involving di�cult questions around cost causation and allocation. PJM is currently 

considering reforms to its long-range transmission planning process, which lags behind that of 

other regions in the US.54 The new reforms are designed to identify proactively the transmission 

needed to meet future queue needs and address the reliability needs of the grid.55 FERC is also 

expected to issue a regional transmission rule in the near future focused on transmission planning 

reforms on the national level.56 

Beyond these measures, a signi�cant overhaul of interconnection processing policies will likely be 

needed. FERC’s recent interconnection reforms in Order No. 2023 are an important step forward 
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but are unlikely to fully resolve the problem.57 FERC may want to consider a range of �xes, from 

technical reforms that can increase access to the grid in the short term58 to wholesale revisions 

to the existing interconnection study framework.59 Given the immediate needs of the grid, 

interconnection solutions will likely need to be pursued in parallel with longer-term grid reform 

e�orts. Some that policymakers may wish to consider include:  

 ● Allowing retiring generators to be replaced with new resources at the same location.60  

 ● Increasing the use of advanced technologies, such as Grid Enhancing Technologies, that allow 

more power to �ow over existing transmission lines.61 

 ● Transitioning from today’s study-intensive “invest and connect” model to a study-light 

“connect and manage” model.62  

State regulators and other policymakers will also be wise to manage the phaseout of existing 

resources carefully. One way of doing so is to build “reliability safety valves” into environmentally 

driven retirement schedules. This safety valve could dynamically adjust retirement dates based 

on PJM’s expected reserve margin or success in bringing on replacement generation. While the 

PJM market structure sends higher price signals during times of supply scarcity to attract new 

resources, there may be a lag in new entry, particularly given the lengthy interconnection process.
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